
Our priority is you...



Whatever your real estate 
requirements, Prestige Property 
Perth will be with you every step 
of the way

Prestige Property Perth is proud to offer you a professional range of 
specialised real estate services. From the sale of residential homes, 

apartments and vacant land, to the long term management of your highly 

valued investment portfolio, our experienced staff will be more than happy 
to formulate a tailored and personalised selling program, that truly suits 

your needs. 

Located in Scarborough, we specialise in the surrounding and coastal 

suburbs, whilst still covering a broader geographical area. Our aim is to 

provide a superior real estate experience to a select clientele base, who are 

looking for a higher level of service than what is provided by many other 

agencies.

By combining innovative and personalised first class marketing, strong 
negotiation skills, and professional and thorough communication, Prestige 

Property Perth will deliver a result that will exceed your expectations, plus 

you will never feel like just another number.

So you can be certain that if you trust one of the team at Prestige Property 

Perth, you will be guaranteed the ‘very best of service’, as Our Priority is You...



Company Profile
Over the past 15 years, we have built up a very loyal client base, by offering 
a comprehensive range of higher quality services and results to our valued 

clients than the larger agencies.

In a past incarnation of the present company, we managed a portfolio 

of over 500 properties, whilst still selling a large number of properties 

annually. However in order to do so, we needed to maintain a much larger 

staff structure, which we did successfully, but not without its day to day 
challenges for the company, the property owners and of course the buyers 

and tenants. 

After 15 years of running in this manner, and hearing the complaints from 

customers across the Western Australian Real Estate industry, we discovered 

that bigger, is definitely not better. So we changed our business structure, 
and outlook, for the greater good of the clients who choose to benefit from 
or higher level of customer service.

Since becoming Prestige Property Perth, we have lived by a strict cut off 
point, where we now specialise in the management of only 100 properties, so 

we can spend more time personally caring for you, and or your properties 

needs. 

Unlike other larger agencies, here at Prestige Property Perth, you are not 

just another number, and neither is your buyer or tenant. By restricting our 

company size, we actually have the time to talk to you, look into your current 

issues properly, which ultimately provides you with outstanding results.

Each of our handpicked staff have over a decade of real estate experience, 
so you can be certain that if you trust anyone of the team at Prestige Property 

Perth, you will be guaranteed the ‘very best of service at all times’.

So if you are looking for that higher level of care and individual service, and 

let’s face it, that is getting harder and harder to find in this modern world, 
then why not give as call. 

Why? Because Our Priority is You...



Points of Difference
At Prestige Property, we know that selling or leasing your home is both an 

exciting and stressful time. That is why we are committed to making the 

process a smooth and easy one from beginning to end. 

From our quality marketing packages, that are proven to bring quality 

results, to our experienced and professional staff, we pride ourselves on 
being true real estate professionals. We know that we will provide you with 

the personal service that you require to reach your desired outcome. So 

whether you are looking to sell a multi-million dollar ocean front home, or 

your one bedroom inner city apartment, we want to help. 

We will ensure that you get the best price, in the shortest possible time, and 

with the very best of service at all times. 

Trust is the number one ingredient in creating a successful relationship, 

and that is why our customers choose us again and again. By building that 

level of trust with our clients, we regularly receive positive ‘word of mouth’ 

recommendations. 

We ensure everyone within the company is fully trained and up to date 

with all aspects of this challenging and constantly changing industry. By 

regularly attending industry training and seminars, we are confident that 
we can safely guide you through the perils of any real estate transaction. We 

are proud members of the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia (REIWA) 

and pride ourselves as being leaders within the Western Australian real 

estate landscape. 

Our goal is to help you achieve yours...



Our Services

Designing and providing individual, specialised, marketing and presentation 

campaigns to best suit yours and your properties needs.

Various forms of Sale Process, such as; 

• Sale by Private Treaty

• Sale by Auction

• Sale by Offer Invitation
• Sale by Tender

• Sale by Open Negotiation

• Sale by Discretion

dependent upon your needs and current market trends and conditions.

The sale of various styles of property, such as;

• Traditional Home and Land Residencies

• Strata Style Dwellings

• Apartments 

• Vacant Land

• Development Sites

Residential Property Management Services.

Limited to a maximum of 100 Properties only.

The management of various styles of property, such as;

• Traditional Home and Land Residencies

• Strata Style Dwellings

• Apartments



The Prestige Property Perth 
Selling Strategy

Getting the type of Sale Process, Marketing Strategy and Property Pricing all 

right, at the start of the listing period, is exceptionally critical. 

Doing this correctly, and when your property is fresh to the market place, 

is by far the best way to obtain immediate market attention, and therefore 

attract the largest audience of willing buyers possible to your home.

A great marketing and sales process is designed around what’s known as 

the ‘3 P’s’ success strategy, and no one understands that better than we do 

here at Prestige Property Perth....

Each of the P’s stand for a particular part of the ultimate overall success 

strategy. Position in the market place (Sale Process), Presentation 

(Marketing Strategy) and Price (Property Pricing), and all three must align 

and complement each other in order to bring the best result possible.

 

There are two things that are imperative to remember when selling real estate. 

The first, is that the best price is usually achieved when multiple buyers are 
attracted to the property and feel compelled to compete against one another. 

Therefore, the more initial buyer enquiry generated when the property is 

fresh to the market, the more competition it will ultimately create. Competition 

is still the best tool for driving a sale price upwards. A simple supply and 

demand philosophy.
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The Prestige Property Perth 
Selling Strategy (continued)

Secondly, and very much in conjunction with point one, is that the market 

will invariably indicate, and or produce, it’s best offer when the property is 
still fresh to the market place. This is normally within the first 4 weeks of the 
sale campaign, with this time being referred to as the key time in which a 

property has its best chance of receiving its highest possible price. However, 

this is only ever true, and possible, if the property has been marketed and 

priced correctly to begin with. The fact is, the longer a property is on the 

market, the less buyers will expect to pay for it.

These two steps are all about attracting the greatest amount of buyers, in 

the shortest possible time, and letting them compete for your property via 

offering the highest price possible, while the product is still desirable.

To further maximise this position, all of our staff are very well versed in the 
latest negotiation techniques, and it is these difficult hands on skills that 
will ultimately get the best deal done for you, once the interest has been 

first attracted.

Based on this, we truly believe that we are the best company to achieve the 

result you desire, as we will get it right for you from the very start.

So where to from here? In conjunction with you, we will formulate the best 

Sales Process, Marketing Strategy, along with the most suited asking Price 

for your property, by utilising a snapshot of similar properties recently 

sold or currently listed for sale in the area, and then relating those figures 
directly to the current local market trends and conditions. 

Ours is an ageless process and concept, aided by a strong skill set, along 

with the modern nuances of current and cutting edge marketing practices 

and technologies.
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Interactive Floor Plans

A personal tour through the home, so you can 

see it from where our photographer was standing. 

Buyers love this!

Marketing Tools 
and Options

Premium Signboards

A professional and stylish first impression 

of your property. 

 

Pointer Signs

Our eye catching signs...

Professional Photography

This is a must for marketing your property and an 

insurance policy to not undersell, as we have it 

looking at its best.

Follow Prestige Property Perth on Facebook today

GLENN WILLIAMS
0417 989 045

HOME OPEN

More



Marketing Tools 
and Options (continued)

Drone Terrain Mapping Videos

Internet Advertising

National Websites

Stand out from the crowd on the national websites.

Your property will be displayed on Australia’s number 

1 real estate internet advertising site, providing 

24 hour advertising access.“Welcome to
18 Padstow Street, Karrinyup”

“Welcome to
10 Fenton Way, Hillarys”

Social Media

Communication
Communication is essential to all successful and 

enjoyable real estate sales and settlement campaigns.

We truly understand this, and will always provide you 

with;

• Weekly Written Campaign Report

• Contact you after every inspection

• Contact you weekly to discuss the campaign.

Agentbox
We use the latest technology and software to be at the 

top of our game.

We use Agentbox which helps us track buyers at home 

opens so we know exactly who has attended the home 

open for your security and peace of mind.
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PROPERTY CAMPAIGN REPORT

 

 

5 Minden Rise, Sorrento

House ID 129992926  3  2  2

Campaign Report from 26 Nov 2018 to 4 Dec 2018

Listed 26 Nov 2018

Days on site 9

Ad type Premiere Property (Expires 10 January)

eBrochures sent 0

 

Andrew Amos

Prestige Property Perth

0417 999 837

andrew@prestigepropertyperth.com.au

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE

Views of your property page and key interactions that indicate interest in your property.

 

757
Property page views

realestate.com.au

 

19
Saved property

  

1
Phone and SMS

Reveals

  

1
Email enquiries

 

1
Property page views

International

CAMPAIGN TIMELINE

Total Views* of your property over the campaign duration.

 Total Views* by calendar date  
 Market Comparison** by equivalent campaign day number

 

TOTAL VIEWS INCLUDE

757   Property page views

208   Map reveals

4,214   Search results photos

MARKETING HISTORY

26 Nov 2018   Premiere Property

26 Nov 2018   Listed Date

CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Other interactions that indicate interest in your property.

 3

Saved inspection

 0

Booked inspection

 4

Send to a friend

PHOTOS AND MEDIA

Views of the photos and media attached to your property.

 
AUDIENCE SOURCE

Views of your property page from web, mobile web and apps.

Brought to you by realestate.com.au ©REA Group Ltd. Campaign Reports are based on information gathered from our site usage and are

provided for illustrative purposes only and we do not warrant the accuracy or reliability of this data.  The use of this Campaign Data is subject to

terms and conditions at about.realestate.com.au/terms/.  

Measurement methods may differ to competitor portals and comparisons are not recommended.  

*Total Views include Property page views, Map reveals and Search results photos.

**Market Comparison is based on median Total Views for similar property types (not attributes) in the same suburb.

 Source: Adobe Analytics. Note: App and Web may be accessed by tablets.
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Prestige Property Perth 
Guarantee

Every client is provided with a no strings attached money back service 

guarantee. 

As a client, if you are not fully satisfied with the service you receive due 
to the following expectations not being realised, you are entitled to deduct 

$200 from our fees every time we fail to deliver on any part of our service 

guarantee.

• We guarantee the appraisal we conduct is thoroughly researched and 

based on comprehensive market facts

• We guarantee you will receive weekly written property reports

• We guarantee all open inspections or private viewings will be conducted 

by a licensed representative

• We guarantee we will report to you within 4 hours the outcome of any open 
inspection or private appointment that we conduct on your property

• We guarantee we will never disclose any confidential information about 
your personal circumstances

• We guarantee we will always protect your negotiating position and aim for 

the highest price

• We guarantee we will not discuss details of any other offers or negotiations 
with potential buyers so as to protect your pricing position

• We guarantee, upon sale, we will maintain communication with you until 

settlement of your property

• We guarantee, for your peace of mind, and unless otherwise agreed with 

you, we will attend all photography, open homes, private inspections, pest 

and building inspections, property valuations and final inspections in 
your home

• We guarantee to treat your home with the respect it deserves by locking all 

doors and windows, and turning off all lights etc after every home open or 
private inspection unless otherwise agreed by you

• We guarantee to not spend any money of advertising and marketing unless 

we have your prior approval to do so.

These are the Prestige Property Perth Promises!



T 08 6225 5151
A 3/172 St Brigids Tce, Scarborough WA 6019
W www.prestigepropertyperth.com.au

 Follow us on Facebook


